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In this fascinating account of the search for the remains of the world's first pope, none other than
Peter, the chief apostle of Jesus, Thomas J. Craughwell takes us on one of the most
exciting archaeological finds of the twentieth century. In 1448 a team of architects and
engineers brought Pope Nicholas V unhappy news: the 1,100-year-old Basilica of St. Peter
suffered from so many structural defects that it was beyond repair. The only solution was to pull
down the old church--one of the most venerable churches in all of Christiandom--and erect a
new basilica on the site. Incredibly, one of the tombs the builders paved over was the resting
place of St. Peter. Then in 1939, while reconstructing the grottoes below St. Peter's Basilica, a
workman's shovel struck not dirt or rock but open air. After inspecting what could be seen
through the hole they'd made in the mausoleum's roof, Pope Pius XII secretly authorized a full-
scale excavation. What lay beneath? The answer and the adventure await. In this riveting history,
facts, traditions, and faith collide to reveal the investigation, betrayals, and mystery behind St.
Peter's burial place.

Q&A with Thomas J. CraughwellQ. You’ve written a couple books on saints and one on relics.
What is it that first drew you to this topic?A. I’ve been studying and publishing about the saints
for thirty years. Naturally, if you study the saints, relics will be part of the picture.Q. What inspired
you to write St. Peter’s Bones?A. I became especially interested in the story of the rediscovery of
St. Peter’s relics after a 2006 visit to Rome, when I toured the Scavi, the excavations below St.
Peter’s Basilica where the tomb of St. Peter is located. Through a glass door, I could see his
bones. It was an unforgettable experience and led me to write this book.Q. What do you hope
readers will take away from St. Peter’s Bones?A. I hope they find, as I did, that this is an Indiana
Jones story, a quest for something priceless that was lost and then found.Q. How did you go
about researching this subject?A. Several of the archaeologists involved in the excavation
published accounts of their finds, and fortunately Fairfield University library (about 30 minutes
from my house) had English translations of these books. Margherita Guarducci, the specialist in
ancient inscriptions, also wrote about her findings, and her book is available online.Q. Did you
discover anything that was particularly surprising?A. It was interesting to learn that were tensions
among the archaeologists, and ever greater tension between the archaeologists and Msgr.
Ludwig Kaas, the administrator of St. Peter’s Basilica. You would think they would all work
together like a well-oiled machine, but human foibles emerged even among people who were at
the top of their field and involved in one of the most significant archaeological digs in history.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.From BooklistWith the Vatican publicly unveiling the
bones of the first pope, St. Peter, near the end of 2013, this compact book is timely. Craughwell’s
writing is catchy as he describes the history and mystery behind the bones’ discovery. The



reveal began in 1448 when the 1,100-year-old Basilica of St. Peter (the storied resting place of
the apostle) was about to collapse. A new building was erected, but the original space was
located by workers in 1939. Soon a team of archaeologists came in to look at the ancient
mausoleums awaiting discovery. As the excavations continued, it became clear that the
investigation was leading them closer to the very beginnings of Christianity. The story has it all: a
mix-up with caches of bones, scholarly squabbles, archaeological feints, and interfaith sniping.
Although readers may leave something short of 100 percent sure that the relics really are Peter’s
bones, they’ll have a firm understanding of why popes and parishioners think so. --Ilene Cooper
--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"It's a thriller, a whodunit, and an adventure, full
of clues, codes, false trails, professional envy, whiffs of conspiracy, and heroic mercy. And it's all
true! Thomas Craughwell has delivered an historical account that's breathtaking, page-turning,
and inspiring." -Mike Aquilina, Executive Vice-President, St. Paul Center for Biblical Theology,
and author, The Fathers of the Church"Religious legends sometimes have a funny way of turning
out to be true. For many years, scholars believed that the 'five porticoes' in a healing story of
Jesus in Jerusalem were just a pious legend--until archeologists unearthed a site with 'five
porticoes,' just as the Gospels had said. The remarkable story of the supposedly 'legendary'
remains of St. Peter's, and how they were found exactly where the 'legends' had them, is a
fascinating one, especially in the hands of a gifted writer like Thomas Craughwell. His new book
should give pause to all those who would dismiss similar stories as 'merely legendary.'" -James
Martin, SJ, author of My Life with the Saints."Craughwell is one of our very best storytellers. In
book after book, he makes history come alive. As I expected, St. Peter's Bones does not
disappoint. It's amazing how Tom is able to tell a sweeping, important story in so compact a
package. Highly recommended!" -Jon M. Sweeney, author of The Pope Who Quit and Francis of
Assisi in His Own Words --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorTHOMAS J.
CRAUGHWELL was the author of Saints Behaving Badly, Urban Legends, Alligators in the
Sewer and 222 Other Urban Legends, Saints for Every Occasion: 101 of Heaven's Most
Powerful Patrons, and Do Blue Bedsheets Bring Babies? He wrote about saints for the the Wall
Street Journal, St. Anthony Messenger, and Catholic Digest, and discussed saints on CNN and
EWTN. His book Stealing Lincoln's Body was made into a two-hour documentary on the History
Channel. He passed away in 2018. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1An Elderly but Powerful ManIn 1940,
Pope Pius XII authorized a thorough reconstruction of the Vatican Grottoes, the undercroft of the
Basilica of St. Peter, transforming it from a cramped burial chamber into a series of crypt
chapels. To accomplish this, the floor of the Grottoes would be lowered by two-and-a-half feet.
Everyone in the Vatican knew that there were Roman remains under the basilica, but no one had
any idea what type—no one had seen them in sixteen hundred years. Then, in January 1941,
workmen uncovered an elegant mausoleum that, based on inscriptions found in the tomb, had
belonged to the Cetenni family. The archaeologists who were called in to examine the find
declared that it was a discovery of genuine importance. On their recommendation, Pius XII gave



permission for a full-scale excavation of the area beneath the Grottoes.Pius’s decision was
daring. Other popes had expressed an interest in excavating beneath St. Peter’s but had always
held back out of reverent awe. Rome’s Christians had buried the earliest popes and countless
forgotten martyrs in the vicinity of St. Peter’s tomb; it would be sacrilege to disturb the graves of
so many saints. So Pius settled on a compromise. The archaeologists could excavate
everywhere beneath the Grottoes with one exception: the area below the high altar and in the
immediate surrounding area. The place where St. Peter was presumed to be buried was
deemed off-limits.To supervise and direct the project, the pope created a commission and
named to it a group of expert scholars, as well as a team of sampietrini. Traditionally, the
sampietrini are an elite corps of men trained in every trade and craft. These electricians,
stonemasons, plasterers, and plumbers are responsible for the maintenance of St. Peter’s
Basilica, and they take this trust very seriously. The sampietrini are so defensive of the
responsibilities placed upon them, that in most cases the job is passed down from father to son
for generations.The scholars included Professor Enrico Josi, a leading expert on the catacombs;
Antonio Ferrua, S.J., considered the foremost scholar of epigraphy, the study of ancient
Christian inscriptions; Engelbert Kirschbaum, S.J., a professor of Christian archaeology; and
three architects, Bruno Maria Apollonj Ghetti, Gustavo Giovannoni, and Giuseppe Nicolosi. The
manager of the project was Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, one of Pius XII’s closest advisers,
especially on Church-state affairs in Nazi Germany. Msgr. Kaas also was administrator of the
Basilica of St. Peter.This work crew assigned to lower the floor of the Grottoes had been laboring
for about three weeks when on January 18, 1941, one of the men digging at a spot in the south
aisle uncovered the top of a brick wall. The crew had been turning up sarcophagi almost from
their first day on the job—that had been expected, as the Grottoes had been a burial place for
sixteen hundred years. But finding evidence of a structure beneath St. Peter’s had not been
expected. The foreman sent for one of the Vatican archaeologists.By carefully clearing away
more soil, a portion of the wall was revealed: one side was plain, unadorned brick, and judging
from its style, undoubtedly ancient; the other side of the wall had been plastered and painted a
vivid shade of greenish blue. Gradually the sampietrini uncovered the top of a rectangular
building, measuring twenty-two by twenty feet. Its roof was gone, deliberately removed, and the
interior of the building had been filled with soil. But why? At this stage, the Vatican
archaeologists could only speculate. In the meantime, they ordered the work crew to remove all
the soil from the interior of the little building.Once the building had been cleared and the soil
brushed from the interior walls, the diggers and archaeologists found themselves standing in the
middle of a beautifully decorated tomb. One fresco depicted swans bearing garlands in their
beaks, another pictured birds amid roses and violets. The most elaborate scene portrayed
Venus, the Roman goddess of love, supported by two tritons, or sea gods, as she rose above
the waves. Carved into the walls were many niches, some of which held marble cremation urns,
still in their original places, untouched since another work crew had packed the tomb with earth
centuries earlier.The floor was paved with a mosaic of black and white tiles. In the center of the



chamber stood an altar that revealed the identity of the owners of this tomb: Marcus Caetennius
Antigonus and his wife, Tullia Secunda.In addition to the urns, there were also terra-cotta sar-
cophagi sealed with marble slabs. These sarcophagi had been slipped into arched niches in the
bottom half of the chamber’s walls. One of these slabs marked the grave of a member of the
Caetennius family (or Caetenni, as they would have been known in ancient Rome) who had
been a Christian. The inscription reads:Anima Dulcis GorgoniaMir(a)e i(n) Specie EtCastitati
Eivs Ameli(a)eGorgoniae Qvi(a)e vixitAnn(is) XXVIII Mens(ibus) IID(iebus) XXVIIIDormit in Pace
Co(n)ivgiDulcissime FeciGorgonia, sweet soul.to the wondrous beauty and chastity ofAemilia
Gorgonia, who lived 28 years, 2months and 28 days.sleep in peace. I gave this burial to my
darlingwife.Two Christian emblems were incised into the marble: two doves bearing olive
branches, the symbol of peace, flanked by the phrase “Sleep in peace.” To the left of the
inscription is a woman drawing water from a well, an early Christian sign of eternal life. Vatican
archaeologists estimated that the Caetenni had erected their family tomb sometime between AD
130 and 170, and that it had been in use for approximately two hundred years.The
archaeologists ordered the sampietrini to clear away the dirt that sealed the tomb door and to
excavate outside the chamber. Soon they uncovered another treasure: an elaborately carved
white marble sarcophagus. An inscription identified the deceased as Ostoria Chelidon, the
daughter of a senator and the wife of a member of the emperor’s staff. The lid was ajar, so the
workmen lifted it. Inside they found the remains of Ostoria Chelidon. On her skull rested a hair
net of golden threads. Shreds of purple cloth—a color reserved for members of the highest rank
of Roman society—still clung to her bones. On her left wrist, a heavy bracelet of solid gold
flashed in the dim light.Either find, the Caetenni tomb or Ostoria Chelidon’s sarcophagus, would
crown the career of any archaeologist. Yet this was only the beginning of the excavation.Directed
by the Vatican archaeologists, the work crew began to scrape and prod the soil on either side of
the Caetennius tomb, and very soon they found more mausoleums—each one stripped of its
roof and its chamber filled with packed earth. They had stumbled upon a little village of the
dead.On an autumn day in the year AD 64, Roman guards led an elderly prisoner into a long,
oval-shaped arena. There, before the eyes of a jeering crowd, the condemned man—a Galilean
fisherman-turned-preacher called Simon Peter—was to be crucified. Very likely he entered the
arena carrying across his shoulders the crossbeam to which he would be nailed (the upright
post of the cross would have been waiting for him on the sand). He would have been naked, or
perhaps wearing a loincloth. The crowd would have been able to see on his bare back and
broad shoulders the bleeding marks of the flagellum, a multitailed whip embedded with sharp
bits of bone or metal to tear open the prisoner’s flesh. A man would have walked before the
prisoner carrying the titulus, a wooden board inscribed with his crime: “Incendiary.” Once he was
secured to the cross, the titulus would be posted above Peter’s head.A tradition that dates back
to the apocryphal Acts of Peter (written in the second century) tells us that Peter told his
executioners he was not worthy to die on a cross as his Master, Jesus Christ, had so the
executioners humored him and crucified Peter upside down. That would not have surprised the



crowd, who knew there was no fixed method of crucifixion. According to archaeologist Vassilios
Tzaferis, Roman executioners had developed several methods of crucifixion. The victim’s arms
might be nailed to the crossbeam, or they might be tied. His ankles might be bound together and
twisted sideways so that a single nail could be driven through both heel bones, or his legs might
be pulled apart so that he straddled the upright beam with nails driven through each heel bone
into the side of the cross. In such positions, the pressure on the chest muscles and the
diaphragm make it difficult for the victim to breath. He must pull himself up by his arms or push
his body up with his legs, but as the muscles tire under this exertion, the victim can no longer lift
his body weight and dies of asphyxiation.To prolong a victim’s agony, Roman executioners
invented the suppedaneum, or foot support; it supported the weight of the victim’s body,
enabling him to breathe, which meant he might survive for two or three days. The Jewish
historian Josephus tells of a case when three crucified Jews took three days to die. More cruel
was the sedile, a little wooden seat, on which the victim could perch if he was desperate enough
—typically a sedile was pointed, so every time the victim tried to find relief, he impaled
himself.Upside down, Peter still would have suffered an excruciating death. Speaking to the BBC
in 2008, Paul Ford, senior lecturer in exercise physiology at the University of East London,
explained that the body is not designed to pump blood from the head up. If an individual is
suspended upside down for a prolonged period, the blood begins to collect in the lungs and the
brain. As the blood fills up the air sacs of the lungs, it becomes harder and harder to breathe, so
Peter might have died of asphyxiation. Meanwhile, blood would also have been pooling in his
brain, a condition that is also fatal.How did Peter the fisherman come to deserve such a painful
and degrading death? It began with a disastrous fire.On July 18, AD 64, just after nightfall, a fire
broke out in some shops in a neighborhood between the Palatine and Caelian Hills, near where
the Colosseum stands today. There was nothing unusual in that—in a city where most of the
apartment dwellings and shops were constructed of wood, sparks from an exploding log in an
oven or a few spilled coals from a brazier could set off a blaze. This fire was different, however.
Fanned by summer breezes and fed by a seemingly endless supply of wooden structures, the
fire raged across the city. It burned out of control for six days and seven nights.The Roman
historian Tacitus, who experienced and survived the fire, wrote, “Terrified, shrieking women,
helpless old and young, people intent on their own safety, people unselfishly supporting invalids
or waiting for them, fugitives and lingerers alike—all heightened the confusion. When people
looked back, menacing flames sprang up before them or outflanked them. When they escaped
to a neighboring quarter, the fire followed—even districts believed remote proved to be
involved.”By the time the conflagration had burned itself out, ten of the fourteen districts of Rome
had been destroyed. Emperor Nero was at Antium when the fire broke out, but as soon as news
reached him he hurried back to the city. He directed crews of men to fight the conflagration, and
once it had been extinguished he organized housing for the homeless. While the people of
Rome were still dazed by the overwhelming loss of human life and property, Nero saw in the
ashes of Rome an opportunity: he would build a new, grand, orderly city, with a rectangular grid



of streets and well-built insulae, or apartment houses, for the people. He also planned a
magnificent new palace for himself, the Domus Aurea, or Golden House, set amidst an immense
park in the middle of town, adorned with artificial lakes, and dominated by a 120-foot-tall statue
of himself.The plans for a new palace had been a miscalculation on Nero’s part. The tens of
thousands of homeless Romans resented the idea that Nero was designing a house of gold for
himself while they were living in misery in jerry-built huts. Rumors began to circulate that Nero
had started the fire to clear the way for his palace, that as the city burned he stood atop the
Tower of Maecenas singing “The Sack of Troy,” a work of his own composition. The accusations
were false, but it was the type of tittle-tattle that could bring down an emperor.To save his own
skin, Nero proclaimed that he had discovered the guilty party: the Christians had burned Rome.
The Christians were an obscure group, scarcely any Roman knew what they believed or how
they worshipped, but there had been talk. It was said that Christians hated all non-Christians (in
other words, everyone else in the Roman Empire), and that they practiced cannibalism (no
doubt a misunderstanding of the Eucharist). As a mysterious, apparently nefarious unknown
quantity, the Christians made ideal scapegoats.No one knows how many Christians were
rounded up—Tacitus says “an immense multitude.” There is ancient tradition that among the
victims were the apostles Peter and Paul. By burning Rome, the Christians had proved
themselves to be enemies of the state, and so they forfeited the protections of Roman law and
could be put to death in the most gruesome manner Nero and his executioners could devise.
Tacitus writes, “Mockery of every sort was added to their deaths. Covered with the skins of
beasts, they were torn by dogs and perished, or were nailed to crosses, or were doomed to the
flames and burnt, to serve as a nightly illumination, when daylight had expired.”When it came to
public executions, inventive cruelty was commonplace in the ancient world, and it survived in
some societies into the nineteenth and even twentieth centuries. In ancient Rome, slaves,
foreigners, and criminals were considered subhuman. They did not possess the dignity
accorded to citizens of Rome, therefore they deserved a degrading death. To this was added the
humiliation of being executed as part of a series of public entertainments in an arena or
amphitheater—this was standard procedure in ancient Rome. The historian Strabo tells us of
Selouros, the leader of a rebel army on Sicily, who had been captured and taken to Rome for
execution. He was set up on a platform designed to represent the Sicilian landmark Mount Etna.
At a prearranged signal, the floor collapsed, and Selouros fell atop lightly built cages that
contained wild beasts. The force of his fall did not kill him, but it did break the bars of the
enclosures. Out sprang the beasts, which tore him to pieces.About the year 110, during Emperor
Trajan’s persecution of the Church, St. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch was arrested. He was
considered such a catch that he was taken in chains from Antioch to Rome for execution. Along
the way, Ignatius wrote farewell letters to several Christian communities. As he approached Italy,
he wrote to the Christians of Rome, assuring them that he had no illusions about what he might
suffer: “Let fire and the cross; let the crowds of wild beasts; let tearings, breakings, and
dislocations of bones; let cutting off of members; let shatterings of the whole body; and let all the



dreadful torments of the devil come upon me: only let me attain to Jesus Christ.”The site of St.
Peter’s martyrdom stood outside Rome proper, across the Tiber River, at a place called Ager
Vaticanus, Vatican Hill, the area’s most distinctive landmark. The arena, named the Circus of
Gaius and Nero (Gaius is better known to us as Caligula), stood at the base of the hill in Vatican
Valley. A short walk away, stretching along the banks of the Tiber, were gardens that belonged to
the imperial family—they had been laid out a few decades earlier by Germanicus (his younger
brother Claudius would become emperor) and Germanicus’s wife, Agrippina, the granddaughter
of Caesar Augustus.Aside from the garden, the Vatican was not picturesque, nor was it heavily
populated—the soil was poor, so there were few farms in the neighborhood. Worse still, the
valley was infested with snakes and malaria-bearing mosquitoes. Nonetheless, crowds of
Romans risked the snakes and the insects to see two of their favorite entertainments, chariot
races and wild animal hunts in the arena.Nero is best known as a would-be poet and musician,
but he also fancied himself a charioteer. He competed often in the Circus of Gaius and Nero,
and he always won (his fellow charioteers knew it was wise to let him win). At one end of the
arena stood a beautiful obelisk imported from Egypt; it was known as the spina, and it marked
the point on the racetrack where the chariots turned. Peter would have seen it when he was led
out to execution. The obelisk still stands on the site of the arena, in the center of St. Peter’s
Square. Not only is it the only visible relic of the Circus of Gaius and Nero, the obelisk is also a
direct link to the martyrdom of the first pope.Typical of virtually all the outskirts and suburbs of
Rome, there was a cemetery in the Vatican district. For sanitary reasons, burials inside the city
were forbidden, so grieving families carried their dead outside the walls, laying them in the earth
or, if they were well-off, entombing the deceased in a mausoleum. When Peter was dead, some
Christians—we do not know who—claimed his body, or perhaps stole his body, and laid it to rest
in a grave in the Vatican cemetery. The Liber Pontificalis, a chronicle of the reigns of the popes,
records that about ninety years later, Pope St. Anicetus (r. ca. 152–-160) “built and set in order a
memorial-shrine to the blessed Peter, where the bishops [of Rome] might be buried.” The shrine
consisted of a niche flanked by two columns, covered over with a coat of plaster painted red. At
the front of the shrine was a stone slab where the faithful left offerings, such as flowers, lamps, or
perhaps a few coins. The shrine was known as the tropaion, Greek for “the trophy,” or “victory
monument,” signifying St. Peter’s victory over pain and death. Over the years, Christians
scratched brief prayers into the plaster, imploring the intercession of St. Peter.Many of the tombs
in Roman cemeteries were built to resemble Roman houses—although on a smaller scale. An
example of such a cluster of mausoleums survives at Isola Sacra, Sacred Island, at the mouth of
the Tiber River, between Ostia and Porto, the two ancient harbors of Rome. Lined up side by
side, the tombs have lintels, doorposts, and little windows—just like an ordinary Roman house.
Some families added a terrace or erected a little fence in front of their tomb. Inside and out there
were decorative elements such as terra-cotta bas reliefs, frescoes, and mosaics. The Isola
Sacra cemetery was the burial place of the area’s middle class—shopkeepers, traders, and
craftsmen who had done well and could afford to build a family tomb. Before Constantine began



construction of St. Peter’s Basilica, the cemetery near the old arena would have looked like the
one at Isola Sacra, but on a grander scale. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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OF RELICSFor Catholics and non-Catholics alike, the typical response to relics of the saints
tends to alternate between squeamishness and ghoulish fascination. In Europe especially,
where it is not unusual to see crystal shrines that display a skull, a tibia, or a femur on altars or in
cathedral treasuries, devout pilgrims as well as curious tourists often find themselves uncertain
why the Catholic Church permits such a “medieval” custom to survive.Of course, displaying and
venerating sacred relics is not uniquely a Catholic custom. Christians of the Orthodox Church
also preserve and revere relics of the saints. Sacred relics are not unknown among Muslims and
Buddhists: Islam has the sword and mantle of the Prophet Muhammed, as well as strands of his
beard, while Buddhism preserves bones and teeth of the Buddha.Reverence for the remains of
the saints is older than Christianity. In fact, it is rooted in Scripture, beginning with the Old
Testament. There is a story in 2 Kings 13:20–21 of an Israelite who was buried beside the body
of the prophet Elisha. As his family and friends lowered the corpse into the grave, the dead man
brushed against the bones of Elisha; instantly the dead man was restored to life. There are more
examples in the New Testament. St. Mark the Evangelist tells of a woman who suffered from a
hemorrhage for twelve years. As Jesus walked by her, she reached out and touched the hem of
his robe—at once, she was healed (Mark 5:25–34). Finally, in the Acts of the Apostles, we learn
that the first Christians asked St. Paul to touch pieces of cloth, which they carried to those who
were seriously ill or possessed by evil spirits. As soon as the infirm came in contact with the
cloths Paul had touched, “diseases left them and the evil spirits came out of them” (Acts 19:11–
12).During the first three centuries of the Church’s history, Christians were the targets of
sporadic but violent persecution. From the point of view of the Romans, Christians were
criminals, enemies of the state who had no respect for Rome, the emperor, or the gods. As
criminals they did not deserve honorable burial. It was not unusual for the Roman authorities to
burn the bodies of Christian martyrs, then dump the ashes into the nearest river: that was the
fate of the bodies of St. Blandina and the other martyrs of Lyon who were put to death in the
city’s arena in AD 177. Nonetheless, we know that from a very early date Christians made an
effort to recover the bodies of the martyrs when possible. In this they were imitating Joseph of
Arimathea, a secret disciple of Jesus, who found the courage to ask Pontius Pilate for



permission to take Christ’s body down from the cross and bury it.A letter dating from about AD
156 is believed to be the oldest surviving account of Christians rescuing the relics of a martyr.
During Emperor Marcus Aurelius’s persecution of Christians, St. Polycarp, the elderly bishop of
Smyrna, was condemned to be burned at the stake. After the fire had burned out and the ashes
had cooled, the Christians of Smyrna searched among the cinders. “We took up his bones,” the
anonymous author of the letter wrote, “which are more valuable than precious stones and finer
than refined gold, and laid them in a suitable place, where the Lord will permit us to gather
ourselves together, as we are able, in gladness and joy, and to celebrate the birthday of his
martyrdom.”In that one sentence is a summary of how Catholics and Orthodox honor the saints:
by placing their remains in a suitable shrine, by treating them as something of inestimable value,
and by offering Mass, or the Divine Liturgy, in memory of the saint on the day he or she was born
into eternal life in heaven. That anniversary is generally called the saint’s feast day.A tradition
that dates back to the beginning of the Church in Rome asserts that Christians managed to
recover the bodies of St. Peter and St. Paul. Peter was buried in a cemetery on Vatican Hill, near
the arena where he had been martyred. Paul’s body was buried in a cemetery on the Via
Ostiense, the road that ran from Rome to the port of Ostia. At some later date, a shrine was
erected over Peter’s grave, and Paul’s bones were placed inside a stone sarcophagus. In AD
199, a Roman priest named Gaius wrote to a man named Proclus, a critic of the Roman Church,
saying that if Proclus ever came to Rome, he, Gaius, could show him the tombs of Peter and
Paul.In the year AD 313, the history of Christianity had taken a dramatic turn. The new emperor,
Constantine, published an edict that put an end to persecution of the Church, granted legal
status to Christianity, and restored to Christians property that had been confiscated from them a
decade earlier during Emperor Diocletian’s empire-wide attempt to obliterate Christianity. Then
Constantine went a step further: he favored the Christians above members of every other
religion, he gave the popes the Lateran Palace as their residence, and he began an ambitious
program of church construction in Rome and the Holy Land.Some of Constantine’s basilicas—
including the churches of St. Peter on Vatican Hill, St. Paul on the Via Ostiense, and St. Lawrence
—were erected over the tombs of the saints. Then, in AD 386, St. Ambrose, bishop of Milan,
discovered the relics of St. Gervase and St. Protase, the first Christian martyrs of his city.
Ambrose had the bones moved from their graves in a cemetery and into his cathedral, where the
relics would rest in a place of honor. Installing the relics in the cathedral in the heart of town
would be more convenient for the Christians of Milan who wished to pray at the resting place of
these saints. Ambrose’s decision marked the next stage in the development of the cult of relics—
the movement (the formal term is “translation”) of holy remains from a grave in a cemetery to a
shrine in a church.As in the case of the bones of Elisha and the cloths touched by St. Paul, relics
often became the vehicle for miracles. In Book 22 of City of God, St. Augustine tells of the
miraculous healings God wrought through contact with the relics of St. Stephen, the first
Christian martyr.Nonetheless, Church officials worried that some Christians might be led to
believe that the saints had godlike power, or that the relics themselves worked like magic. St.



Jerome assured a man named Riparius, “We do not worship, we do not adore [saints], for fear
that we should bow down to the creature rather than to the Creator, but we venerate the relics of
the martyrs in order the better to adore Him whose martyrs they are.”During the Middle Ages,
pilgrims’ enthusiasm for relics intensified. Churches, monasteries, convents, even members of
royal families and the aristocracy vied with one another to assemble especially impressive relic
collections. In more than a few cases, wishful thinking and gullibility entered the equation. The
head of St. John the Baptist was particularly prized, and as a result, today, at least nine places,
from Damascus to Bulgaria to Amiens, claim to possess the skull or a portion of the skull of the
saint who baptized Jesus. (During the Middle Ages, there were probably many more reputed
skulls of St. John.) The Catholic Encyclopedia published in 1911 found that more than thirty
places claimed to possess one or more of the nails used to crucify Christ. Bodies of the Holy
Innocents, the infant boys massacred by King Herod in his attempt to kill the Christ Child, were
another favorite relic. Given the size of a little town like Bethlehem, it is not likely that there were
more than a dozen baby boys aged two years or under, yet by 1500, the number of relics
purported to be bodies of the Holy Innocents ran to the hundreds.Such abuses made relics a
target of the Protestant reformers—and not just in the polemical sense. In northern Germany, the
Low Countries, England, Scotland, Switzerland, and other areas where Protestantism gained an
upper hand, shrines were attacked by mobs, or dismantled by government officials, and the
relics burned. In response, the Catholic bishops assembled at the Council of Trent (1545–1563)
defined and defended the proper veneration of relics: “The holy bodies of holy martyrs and of
others now living with Christ—which bodies were the living members of Christ and ‘the temple of
the Holy Ghost’ (1 Corinthians 6:19) and which are by Him to be raised to eternal life and to be
glorified are to be venerated by the faithful, for through these [bodies] many benefits are
bestowed by God on men.”Guided by Trent’s decree regarding relics, the Catholic Church
continues to encourage the proper veneration of relics. Sealed within the main altar of every
Catholic church are the relics of saints, thereby providing each parish with a direct link to the age
of the martyrs, when bishops offered Mass in the catacombs, using the sarcophagus of a martyr
as an altar. The exhumation and translation of the remains of a candidate for sainthood from the
grave to a shrine is part of the Church’s formal canonization process. It is common practice for
priests to bless pilgrims or the sick with a relic, but always with the understanding that if a
miraculous healing occurs, it is the power of God operating, according to his will, through the
relic. It is understood that the relic possesses no power of its own.In light of Catholics’ abiding
reverence for relics of the saints, the quest for St. Peter’s bones is no mere Catholic Indiana
Jones story. The desire to possess a physical link with a person we love or admire is deeply
rooted in the human psyche. This desire expresses itself in many ways: wearing Grandma’s
pearls, visiting the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, lining up to see the bloodstained gloves Mary
Todd Lincoln wore to Ford’s Theatre the night her husband was assassinated.That same
impulse prompted the archaeologists and anatomists and anthropologists who labored in the
dark, dank atmosphere of the necropolis 120 feet beneath St. Peter’s Basilica, and later in



modern laboratories, where the bones and other remains were examined with all the care and
precision the science of the 1950s and 1960s could provide. As scientists, they were called
upon to be objective, to be dispassionate about what they were analyzing. Yet it was impossible
to escape the bigger questions: Was St. Peter’s tomb directly beneath the basilica’s high altar?
Were the apostle’s bones inside that tomb? If so, these archaeologists and anatomists would
have found a treasure “more valuable than precious stones and finer than refined gold.”Chapter
1AN ELDERLY BUT POWERFUL MANIn 1940, Pope Pius XII authorized a thorough
reconstruction of the Vatican Grottoes, the undercroft of the Basilica of St. Peter, transforming it
from a cramped burial chamber into a series of crypt chapels. To accomplish this, the floor of the
Grottoes would be lowered by two-and-a-half feet. Everyone in the Vatican knew that there were
Roman remains under the basilica, but no one had any idea what type—no one had seen them
in sixteen hundred years. Then, in January 1941, workmen uncovered an elegant mausoleum
that, based on inscriptions found in the tomb, had belonged to the Cetenni family. The
archaeologists who were called in to examine the find declared that it was a discovery of
genuine importance. On their recommendation, Pius XII gave permission for a full-scale
excavation of the area beneath the Grottoes.Pius’s decision was daring. Other popes had
expressed an interest in excavating beneath St. Peter’s but had always held back out of reverent
awe. Rome’s Christians had buried the earliest popes and countless forgotten martyrs in the
vicinity of St. Peter’s tomb; it would be sacrilege to disturb the graves of so many saints. So Pius
settled on a compromise. The archaeologists could excavate everywhere beneath the Grottoes
with one exception: the area below the high altar and in the immediate surrounding area. The
place where St. Peter was presumed to be buried was deemed off-limits.To supervise and direct
the project, the pope created a commission and named to it a group of expert scholars, as well
as a team of sampietrini. Traditionally, the sampietrini are an elite corps of men trained in every
trade and craft. These electricians, stonemasons, plasterers, and plumbers are responsible for
the maintenance of St. Peter’s Basilica, and they take this trust very seriously. The sampietrini
are so defensive of the responsibilities placed upon them, that in most cases the job is passed
down from father to son for generations.The scholars included Professor Enrico Josi, a leading
expert on the catacombs; Antonio Ferrua, S.J., considered the foremost scholar of epigraphy,
the study of ancient Christian inscriptions; Engelbert Kirschbaum, S.J., a professor of Christian
archaeology; and three architects, Bruno Maria Apollonj Ghetti, Gustavo Giovannoni, and
Giuseppe Nicolosi. The manager of the project was Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, one of Pius XII’s
closest advisers, especially on Church-state affairs in Nazi Germany. Msgr. Kaas also was
administrator of the Basilica of St. Peter.This work crew assigned to lower the floor of the
Grottoes had been laboring for about three weeks when on January 18, 1941, one of the men
digging at a spot in the south aisle uncovered the top of a brick wall. The crew had been turning
up sarcophagi almost from their first day on the job—that had been expected, as the Grottoes
had been a burial place for sixteen hundred years. But finding evidence of a structure beneath
St. Peter’s had not been expected. The foreman sent for one of the Vatican archaeologists.By



carefully clearing away more soil, a portion of the wall was revealed: one side was plain,
unadorned brick, and judging from its style, undoubtedly ancient; the other side of the wall had
been plastered and painted a vivid shade of greenish blue. Gradually the sampietrini uncovered
the top of a rectangular building, measuring twenty-two by twenty feet. Its roof was gone,
deliberately removed, and the interior of the building had been filled with soil. But why? At this
stage, the Vatican archaeologists could only speculate. In the meantime, they ordered the work
crew to remove all the soil from the interior of the little building.Once the building had been
cleared and the soil brushed from the interior walls, the diggers and archaeologists found
themselves standing in the middle of a beautifully decorated tomb. One fresco depicted swans
bearing garlands in their beaks, another pictured birds amid roses and violets. The most
elaborate scene portrayed Venus, the Roman goddess of love, supported by two tritons, or sea
gods, as she rose above the waves. Carved into the walls were many niches, some of which
held marble cremation urns, still in their original places, untouched since another work crew had
packed the tomb with earth centuries earlier.The floor was paved with a mosaic of black and
white tiles. In the center of the chamber stood an altar that revealed the identity of the owners of
this tomb: Marcus Caetennius Antigonus and his wife, Tullia Secunda.In addition to the urns,
there were also terra-cotta sarcophagi sealed with marble slabs. These sarcophagi had been
slipped into arched niches in the bottom half of the chamber’s walls. One of these slabs marked
the grave of a member of the Caetennius family (or Caetenni, as they would have been known in
ancient Rome) who had been a Christian. The inscription reads:ANIMA DULCIS
GORGONIAMIR(A)E I(N) SPECIE ETCASTITATI EIVS AMELI(A)EGORGONIAE QVI(A)E
VIXITANN(IS) XXVIII MENS(IBUS) IID(IEBUS) XXVIIIDORMIT IN PACE
CO(N)IVGIDULCISSIME FECIGORGONIA, SWEET SOUL.TO THE WONDROUS BEAUTY
AND CHASTITY OFAEMILIA GORGONIA, WHO LIVED 28 YEARS, 2MONTHS AND 28
DAYS.SLEEP IN PEACE. I GAVE THIS BURIAL TO MY DARLINGWIFE.Two Christian emblems
were incised into the marble: two doves bearing olive branches, the symbol of peace, flanked by
the phrase “Sleep in peace.” To the left of the inscription is a woman drawing water from a well,
an early Christian sign of eternal life. Vatican archaeologists estimated that the Caetenni had
erected their family tomb sometime between AD 130 and 170, and that it had been in use for
approximately two hundred years.The archaeologists ordered the sampietrini to clear away the
dirt that sealed the tomb door and to excavate outside the chamber. Soon they uncovered
another treasure: an elaborately carved white marble sarcophagus. An inscription identified the
deceased as Ostoria Chelidon, the daughter of a senator and the wife of a member of the
emperor’s staff. The lid was ajar, so the workmen lifted it. Inside they found the remains of
Ostoria Chelidon. On her skull rested a hair net of golden threads. Shreds of purple cloth—a
color reserved for members of the highest rank of Roman society—still clung to her bones. On
her left wrist, a heavy bracelet of solid gold flashed in the dim light.Either find, the Caetenni tomb
or Ostoria Chelidon’s sarcophagus, would crown the career of any archaeologist. Yet this was
only the beginning of the excavation.Directed by the Vatican archaeologists, the work crew



began to scrape and prod the soil on either side of the Caetennius tomb, and very soon they
found more mausoleums—each one stripped of its roof and its chamber filled with packed earth.
They had stumbled upon a little village of the dead.On an autumn day in the year AD 64, Roman
guards led an elderly prisoner into a long, oval-shaped arena. There, before the eyes of a jeering
crowd, the condemned man—a Galilean fisherman-turned-preacher called Simon Peter—was to
be crucified. Very likely he entered the arena carrying across his shoulders the crossbeam to
which he would be nailed (the upright post of the cross would have been waiting for him on the
sand). He would have been naked, or perhaps wearing a loincloth. The crowd would have been
able to see on his bare back and broad shoulders the bleeding marks of the flagellum, a
multitailed whip embedded with sharp bits of bone or metal to tear open the prisoner’s flesh. A
man would have walked before the prisoner carrying the titulus, a wooden board inscribed with
his crime: “Incendiary.” Once he was secured to the cross, the titulus would be posted above
Peter’s head.A tradition that dates back to the apocryphal Acts of Peter (written in the second
century) tells us that Peter told his executioners he was not worthy to die on a cross as his
Master, Jesus Christ, had so the executioners humored him and crucified Peter upside down.
That would not have surprised the crowd, who knew there was no fixed method of crucifixion.
According to archaeologist Vassilios Tzaferis, Roman executioners had developed several
methods of crucifixion. The victim’s arms might be nailed to the crossbeam, or they might be
tied. His ankles might be bound together and twisted sideways so that a single nail could be
driven through both heel bones, or his legs might be pulled apart so that he straddled the upright
beam with nails driven through each heel bone into the side of the cross. In such positions, the
pressure on the chest muscles and the diaphragm make it difficult for the victim to breath. He
must pull himself up by his arms or push his body up with his legs, but as the muscles tire under
this exertion, the victim can no longer lift his body weight and dies of asphyxiation.To prolong a
victim’s agony, Roman executioners invented the suppedaneum, or foot support; it supported the
weight of the victim’s body, enabling him to breathe, which meant he might survive for two or
three days. The Jewish historian Josephus tells of a case when three crucified Jews took three
days to die. More cruel was the sedile, a little wooden seat, on which the victim could perch if he
was desperate enough—typically a sedile was pointed, so every time the victim tried to find
relief, he impaled himself.Upside down, Peter still would have suffered an excruciating death.
Speaking to the BBC in 2008, Paul Ford, senior lecturer in exercise physiology at the University
of East London, explained that the body is not designed to pump blood from the head up. If an
individual is suspended upside down for a prolonged period, the blood begins to collect in the
lungs and the brain. As the blood fills up the air sacs of the lungs, it becomes harder and harder
to breathe, so Peter might have died of asphyxiation. Meanwhile, blood would also have been
pooling in his brain, a condition that is also fatal.How did Peter the fisherman come to deserve
such a painful and degrading death? It began with a disastrous fire.On July 18, AD 64, just after
nightfall, a fire broke out in some shops in a neighborhood between the Palatine and Caelian
Hills, near where the Colosseum stands today. There was nothing unusual in that—in a city



where most of the apartment dwellings and shops were constructed of wood, sparks from an
exploding log in an oven or a few spilled coals from a brazier could set off a blaze. This fire was
different, however. Fanned by summer breezes and fed by a seemingly endless supply of
wooden structures, the fire raged across the city. It burned out of control for six days and seven
nights.
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Jeri, “Short and snappy - and it reads like a detective novel. Craughwell's "St. Peter's Bones" is
terrific. Not only is it well written, but it's simply a cracking good tale. What did happen to St.
Peter's bones? After two thousand years, who can tell?It turns out there was a way to unravel
the mystery. And the breakthrough began, of all times, in the middle of World War II, when Pope
Pius XII ordered a renovation of the Vatican Grottoes.Now, during the Roman empire, the area of
the Vatican has been a rocky hill that lay outside of the city walls. It became a cemetery. We
know that "Sometime around 325, Constantine planned the construction of a grand basilica that
he would build over the humble tomb of St. Peter": (p 30).Archaeologists stumble upon a wall
covered in graffiti. Dr. Guarducci, an expert on graffiti from the Roman era, began to study the
wall. On it she found prayers to Christ, and the "Latin phrase ad Petrum ('near Peter') almost
always linked to the name of a deceased relative or friend" (p 72).At last, a white marble box was
found. With the skeleton of a man who was 5' 7", with the bones revealing he had lived a hard,
physical life, and that he was between sixty and seventy when he died.”

Christopher Dittmann, “The Queen of the Bones. In 1960, Prof. Margherita Guarducci published
the definitive summary of her team's efforts to find and verify the bones of the first Pope, the rock
upon which Christ built his church, according to Scripture. For most of the almost two millenia
they have laid undisturbed, they were believed by all to be interred under the high altar of St.
Peter's Basilica in Rome. In the early 1950s, exploration in the Vatican catacombs revealed
startling discoveries that heightened the fever to find the ultimate tomb. The Church, however, in
order to protect the sanctity of the remains, had forbidden any excavation or exploration
anywhere near the area under the high altar. Paul VI changed all that, and so the story
progresses.This is an excellent book. Craughwell is a field expert in his own right and was part
of the original attempt to find St. Peter's tomb. His writing, however, is by no means overly-
scientific. The book has the pace of a thriller. You are drawn through the story by one interesting
find or turn of fate after another, until at last, along with the exultant team led by Prof. Guarducci,
the prize is attained; the bones were found.And then they were lost ... and found again.St. Peter's
bones is a fun, fast-paced, and thoroughly fascinating read. You finish this book on a three-hour
flight, and you will be very glad you did. Happy Reading.NB: Prof. Guarducci's 1960 opus, The
Bones of St. Peter, is available only by import from Italy, and when I last checked Amazon, only
two were known to be available. Before running to make an offer on this tome, however, read
Craughwell's comments about the book put forth in his book. Craughwell, not Guarducci, is the
place to start if you wish to dive deeper into this fascinating archeological find.  acd”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very readable. Short, succinct description of the excavation in the World
War II years under Saint Peter's Basilica and the discovery of Saint Peter's bones. Professor
Marguerite Guarducci's investigation of where the bones were stored would make a wonderful



movie if the movie respected the complete story of everything going on during World War II in
the Vatican. Prof. Guarducci was a wonderful, talented and holy person whose sainthood cause
should be investigated.”

suzi-Q, “One good read. Superb. Held my interest from beginning to end. Reads more like a
detective story rather than a book about religious relics, etc. I was distressed to see it end!”

William F. Foster, “the wending path to the resting place of St Peter. This is a saga of the finding
of St Peter's bones that exposes the controversy among all factions, Catholic and to a minor
extent, Protestant. I testifies. To excellent scholarship in the face of political pressures . This
appears to be a brief, but but extremely informative account of this great project. It tells us a lot
about Pope Paul VI, a great man who struggled with many forces within the church (e.g., the
Curia), as well as the effect of Vatican II.”

Michael Brainerd, “Old story good read. Old story about Peters bone being lost and found again.
A good Biblical Archeo read, will keep your attention but no barn burner and the story has been
out there for years!”

Steve, “Read this book if you plan to visit the Scavi. Terrific book, a quick read but highly
informative and well researched. I visited the Scavi without knowing anything about the story
behind it. Really wish I had read this book first. There are so many details that I would have
looked for while I was there.”

Jaxfree, “Five Stars. Great”

Pimpernel007, “Five Stars. Eexellent buy”

The book by Thomas J. Craughwell has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 109 people have provided
feedback.
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